Single potential analysis of cavernous electrical activity in spinal cord injury patients.
Introduced in 1988, cavernous electromyography and its evolution, single potential analysis of cavernous electrical activity (SPACE), seem to be promising diagnostic methods in the evaluation of erectile dysfunction. The aim of our study was to determine the influence of a centrally disturbed autonomic supply on SPACE recordings. SPACE was performed in 35 male patients with complete and 2 with incomplete spinal cord lesions at a cervical or thoracic level. Simultaneous recording was done with concentric needle electrodes in both cavernous bodies with a frequency range of 0.5 to 100 Hz. All patients underwent a full neurological and urological evaluation, including cystometry. The lesion was cervical in 12 patients and thoracic in 22. Three patients underwent sacral deafferentation and bladder pacemaker implantation. One of 12 patients with cervical and 10 of 22 with thoracic lesions reported full rigid reflexogenic erections, while 3 of 12 patients with cervical lesions were not evaluable due to grounding failure. Of these patients 31 were eligible for our study. No patient had an entirely normal SPACE. Four of 9 patients with cervical and 19 of 22 with thoracic lesions had a normal, silent basic electric (less than 5 mu v.) oscillation, while the remainder had a baseline oscillation of up to 100 mu v. Normal potentials were found in 2 of 9 and 10 of 22 patients, respectively. Low frequency, high amplitude potentials were found in 6 of 9 and 21 of 22 patients, respectively, while low frequency, low amplitude potentials occurred in 8 and 8, respectively, and high frequency potentials occurred in 5 and 1, respectively. Our results show that abnormal autonomic input induces abnormal SPACE findings in patients with (presumably) normal cavernous tissue.